
Armenian Writer Says
Immigration Slowly
Strangling U.S.
BY ANNE DABNEY CRONIN

We’ve all heard the laments: “My grandpa
from Sicily learned English, and my grand-
ma from Minsk got by without welfare. So

what's the problemwith immigrants today?” Actually,
immigrants today are very similar to those who
arrived in America a century ago. But they are coming
to a very different America—one where changes in the
economy, society and government create fundamen-
tally different incentives for newcomers. In other
words, the America that many of our grandparents
came to no longer exists. And this simple fact must
become the new starting point for the explosive
debate about immigration policy.

Author Mark Krikorian (the grandson of Armenian
immigrants) argues that although mass immigration
once served our national interests, in today's America
it weakens our common national identity, limits
opportunities for upward mobility, threatens our
security and sovereignty, strains resources for social
programs and disrupts middle-class norms of behav-
ior.

Before the upheavals of the 1960s, the United
States expected immigrants from around the world to
earn a living, learn to speak English and become
patriotic Americans. But since the rise of “identity”
politics, political correctness and “great society” pro-
grams, we no longer make these demands.

So as the politicians argue about border fences and
amnesty, they are missing the bigger picture: the
harmful impact of large-scale settlement of all kinds
of immigrants, whether legal or illegal, skilled or
unskilled, temporary or permanent, European or
Latin or Asian or African. Modern America has simply
outgrown immigration, and we must end it before it
cripples us.

Hardback, 294 pages, #IM, $30. Reduced to just
$26 for members of the AFP READERSHIP COUNCIL. �
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BY ANNE DABNEY CRONIN

I
n The Shadow Factory, James
Bamford, the foremost expert on
the National Security Agency,
charts its transformation since

9-11, as the legendary codebreakers
turned their ears away from outside
enemies, and inward toward enemies
whose communication increasingly
crisscrosses America. Bamford, who
first exposed the top-secret NSA in his
bestselling book The Puzzle Palace,
now tells the full story of the NSA’s
warrantless eavesdropping opera-
tion—a program so illegal it caused
the attorney general, the deputy attor-
ney general and the FBI director to
threaten to resign because of it.

Bamford closely follows several of the 9-11 hijackers as
they lived, plotted, and travelled in the United States for
two years—all the while regularly communicating with
Osama bin Laden’s colleagues in the Middle East.
Incredibly, under Director Michael Hayden, the NSA was
monitoring suspected terrorists, but never bothered to tell
anyone that the terrorists they were monitoring were
inside the United States!

Bamford shows how a chastened Hayden then went to
the opposite extreme, turning his agency loose on thou-
sands of American citizens without the required judicial

warrants, monitoring business peo-
ple and journalists, often recording
amazingly “intimate, personal con-
versations.”

Bamford depicts the major Amer-
ican telecommunications companies
as meekly complying with NSA
demands as they turn over their net-
work traffic without court orders. He
reveals that the monitoring has been
outsourced to overseas firms with
links to foreign intelligence organiza-
tions—and with the potential to
remotely access U.S. data from out-
side the country. And Bamford shows
how new technology, the NSA’s lack
of oversight, and billions in post-9-11
dollars have combined to give the

agency an almost Orwellian ability to eavesdrop.
Nevertheless, many insiders believe the NSA has become
Jorge Luis Borges’s “Library of Babel,” where the entire
world’s knowledge is stored, but not a word is under-
stood.

Fast-paced and riveting, The Shadow Factory is about a
world unseen by any American not holding a high-level
security clearance.

But is also about a world in which even the the softest
whispers are no longer private.

Hardback, 395 pages, #JB, $32. Just #28 for AFPRC
members. �
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A Special Bonus from Anne D. Cronin, Book Manager!
Dear American Free Press Reader:

Inside this special “At-Home Christmas Shopping Guide” for 2008 I have included some of our most pop-
ular items of 2008 offered by FIRST AMENDMENT BOOKS (FAB), plus some wonderful, brand-new books and
videos I believe would be of great interest to you and many of the people on your Christmas shopping list.

Shopping with FAB is easy. Just return the order form found on page B-4 before December 15 and we will
ensure you get your books/videos in time to wrap and deliver.

To reward you for your support, all who purchase $100 or more in products from this special catalog will
receive valuable FAB gift certificates free. The more you buy, the more valuable your gift certificate becomes.

Take a look through the catalog. I am sure you will find the perfect gift for that special someone on your
Christmas gift shopping list!

THE SHADOW FACTORY
The Ultra-Secret NSA from 9/11
To the Eavesdropping of America

Call 1-888-699-NEWS (6397) and use Visa or
MasterCard for fastest Christmas ordering!

The New
Case Against
Immigration:
Both Legal
and Illegal



THE HANDY HISTORY ANSWER BOOK. Second
edition. By Rebecca Nelson Ferguson. Here’s a finger-
tip guide through the pages of history. Beginning with
a section on historical eras, this ever popular reference
source tracks history with obsessive zeal and tight edit-
ing. The Handy History Answer Book organizes informa-
tion in 13 specific subject sections ranging from poli-
tics to war to science to religion. It tackles exploration
and settlement, technological advances, financial and
business events, social movements, natural and man-
made disasters, medicine and disease, art and culture.
This fully-revised edition is updated with more than
150 new questions and answers that expand on the
more than 1,000 covering the past millennia.125 illus-

trations, timelines. Softcover, 640 pages, #HHA, $22.

TAKING ON THE TRUSTS: The Epic Battle of Ida Tarbell
& J.D. Rockefeller. See the “little guy” stick it to the
Rockefellers! Investigative journalist Ida Tarbell exposed the
dirty business practices of J.D. Rockefeller and his Standard
Oil trust in her gutsy series for McClure’s magazine in the
early 1900s. Never before had someone had the guts to talk
about the business practices of the Rockefellers so candidly.
This series led to the Supreme Court decision in 1911 that
slapped the oil baron. Steve Weinberg chronicles
Rockefeller’s meteoric rise and Tarbell’s discovery of corpo-
rate espionage and collusion by which he ran his competi-
tors out of business. Hardback, 304 pages, #TOT, $29. Just
$26 for AFPRC members.

THE PENNY PINCHER’S BOOK. Here’s an expanded
new edition of an old favorite that can change your life.
John and Irma Mustoe will show you how to get more
from your hard-earned money, cut your living expenses
and make life more fun. Being thrifty is not about being
mean, it is not about hoarding wealth, it is about living bet-
ter. Instead of making money the ruling factor in life, it is
about having the freedom to spend money on the few
things that you care for and having a lot more fun. Read
just a few pages and you will be amazed at how much
money you have been wasting. Follow its recommenda-
tions and you will be able to pay for things you only dream
of having. Softcover, #PPB 192 pages, $15.

SPYCHIPS: How Major Corporations and Government
Plan to Track Your Every Purchase and Watch Your Every
Move. Imagine a world where everything you own—from
your sneakers to your drivers license to your prescription
medication—contains a tiny microchip that can transmit
private information about you to marketers, criminals, or
government agents. This isn’t science fiction. In a few
short years, it could be a fact of life. And while manufac-
turers and the government want you to believe that they
would never misuse the technology, the future looks like
an Orwellian nightmare when you consider the level of
surveillance and tracking these chips embody. Com-
bining in-depth research with firsthand reporting,
Katherine Albrecht and Liz McIntyre’s masterpiece, SPY-

CHIPS, reveals how RFID technology, if left unchecked, could soon destroy our privacy,
radically alter the economy, and open the floodgates for civil liberty abuses. Softcover,
278 pages, #SC, 19.

TRUTH ABOUT MONEY: The Worst Banking Swindle in
American History—the Federal Reserve Banking Act. Coauth-
ors Stephen M. Clark and Frank Wallace believe that there
is no good reason for any American to lose his home going
bankrupt over medical bills. They believe that college grad-
uates should be able to begin their lives without massive
loan debt. They believe that charging interest above a rea-
sonable rate, ballooning or adjustable rates, and other
deliberately confusing mortgage contracts should be made
unlawful. They believe America had a constitutional
money system until 1913, when the Federal Reserve Act was
passed and all sense of fairness was thrown out the win-
dow. Money funds, controls, and determines virtually
everything that happens in our modern, increasingly digi-

tal financial world. As Americans, we must ask, who ultimately and morally deserves to
own the rights and benefits of money creation? The choice is clear. All Americans
deserve to benefit, not just the private banking cartels. Imagine debt-freemoney for edu-
cation, health care, infrastructure and disaster relief. Imagine how things are supposed
to be. Hardback, 165 pages, #TAM, $16.

YOU DON’T NEED A LAWYER. James M. Kramon will show
you how to get what you want, get what you are entitled to and
rightfully empower yourself with his proven system of advocacy
you can practice effectively without a lawyer. This book will show
you how to win against landlords, credit card companies, utility
companies, HMOs and greedy insurance carriers, banks and loan
companies, contractors, car dealers, employers, state agencies
and many more! 84 sample letters give you the framework upon
which you can craft your own letters. Cogent, proven advice on
how to get the “big boys” to address your grievances and get what
you deserve from those who have ripped you off. Softcover,
#1204, 344 pages with full index, appendices, $16.

Take a Look at These Eye-Opening Books—P

ORDERING ANY OF THE GREAT PRODUCTS IN THIS CATALOG:
Order any of the products found inside this catalog from FIRST AMENDMENT BOOKS,

645 Pennsylvania Avenue SE, Suite 100, Washington, D.C. 20003. For fastest
Christmas ordering, call 1-888-699-NEWS (6397) to charge to Visa or MasterCard.
There are plenty of other great books and videos to be found on the website of
American Free Press: www.americanfreepress.net. Use the form on page B-4. There is
no charge for S&H inside the U.S. Outside the U.S. add 25% of order total for S&H
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Flags Made in the U.S. on Sale Here!
Display Old Glory proudly at your home

or office. Manufactured by one of the oldest
flag makers in the United States—not a sweat-
shop in communist China—these U.S. flags
are three feet by five feet and constructed of
sturdy weather-resistant material. Right now
FIRST AMENDMENT BOOKS has them on sale for
$15 each or two for $28. Three or more flags
are reduced to just $12 each for Christmas. No
charge for shipping and handling—delivered
right to your door and ready to fly!



BAD MONEY: Reckless Finance, Failed Politics and the
Global Crisis of American Capitalism. Bestselling author
Kevin Phillips reveals how the U.S. financial sector has
hijacked our economy and put America’s global future at
risk. The current housing and mortgage debacle is more
proof. Bad Money describes the consequences of our mis-
guided economic policies, our mounting debt, our fal-
tering housingmarket, our threatened oil, and the end of
U.S. domination of world markets. America is mimick-
ing the decline of previous leading world economic pow-
ers, especially the Dutch and British. Global overreach,
worn-out politics, excessive debt, and exhausted energy
regimes are all chilling signals that the United States is

crumbling as the world superpower. Hardback, #BAD, 239 pages, $26. Just $23 for
AFPRC members.

GUILT BY ASSOCIATION: How Deception and Self-
Deceit Took America to War. By Jeff Gates. Guilt by Association
shows how an “enemy within” endangered and discredited
America by associating U.S. foreign policy with the Colonial
Zionism pursued by expansionist Israel. Guilt by Association
shows how this transnational criminal syndicate staged the
latest financial crisis, a repeat of the financial pump-and-
dump that ravaged the S&L industry two decades ago. Guilt by
Association documents how, over decades, treason became sys-
temic, aided by foreign agents posing as domestic lobbyists for
a criminal state. Softcover, 287 pages, #GA, $32. Just $28 for
AFPRC members.

MY FIRST DAYS IN THE WHITE HOUSE: A No-Holds-
Barred Memoir of the Second American Revolution and Its
Aftermath. Billed as Michael Collins Piper’s first work of fic-
tion, this book is so much more. Want to know what a real
populist/nationalist would do if he were appointed interim
president? Who would be in the president’s cabinet? Would
aid to Israel end immediately? What would be the fate of the
bankers? Think you’ve seen Michael Collins Piper uncen-
sored before? This book goes where he has never gone before
and hits harder than any work of non-fiction ever could!
Funny, poignant, deadly serious, important. Softcover, 208
pages #FD, $25.

THE SECRET HISTORY
of the American Empire:
The Truth About Economic Hit Men,
Jackals and How to Change the World

John Perkins’ newest book, The Secret History of the
American Empire, zeroes in on hot spots around the
world and, drawing on interviews with other econom-
ic hit men, jackals, reporters, politicians and activists,
examines the current geopolitical crisis—and what we can do to change things
for the next generations. In his stunning memoir, Confessions of an Economic Hit
Man, Perkins detailed his former role as an “economic hit man.” Now, in The
Secret History of the American Empire, Perkins examines the current geopolitical
crisis. Instability is the norm—it’s clear that the world we’ve created is danger-
ous and no longer sustainable. How did we get here? Who’s responsible? What
good have we done and at what cost? And what can we do to protect the future
of America and the world? Addressing these questions andmore, Perkins reveals
the secret history behind the events that have defined our world, including:

• The current Latin American Revolution and its lessons for democracy
• How the “defeats” in Vietnam and Iraq benefited big business
• The role of Israel as “Fortress America” in the Middle East
• Tragic repercussions of the IMF’s “Asian Economic Collapse”
• U.S. blunders in Tibet, Congo, Lebanon and Venezuela
• Jackal (CIA operatives) forays to assassinate democratic presidents

From the U.S. military in Iraq to infrastructure development in Indonesia,
from Peace Corps volunteers in Africa to “jackals” in the Indian Ocean, Perkins
exposes a conspiracy of corruption that has fueled instability and anti-
Americanism around the globe. Alarming yet hopeful, this book provides a
compassionate plan to re-imagine our world.

Softcover, 365 pps., #AE, $18. Just $15 for AFPRC members.

Perfect Christmas Gifts!

Sangean ATS-505 Shortwave/AM/FM Radio
Compact yet powerful, the

Sangean ATS-505 shortwave radio also
picks up AM and FM and is one of the
world’s most popular digital multi-
band receivers. This radio features con-
tinuous shortwave coverage from 1711
to 29999 kHz, five tuning methods
plus 45 presets, auto tuning system,
SSB, shortwave dual conversion, clock
with two alarm timers, adjustable sleep timer, memory scan and tone control.
#1201, $175. BONUS: Purchase this radio and receive the 2009 edition of Passport
to Worldband Radio, the world’s No. 1 shortwave reference guide. Includes info on
shortwave stations across the globe, equipment and more. 592 pages. Purchase
Passport to World Band Radio 2009 separately for $25.
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GIFT CERTIFICATES AWARDED FOR
VARIOUS LEVELS OF PURCHASE!

LEVEL 1: ORDER $100 to $199—Get a FREE $20 GIFT CERTIFICATE
you can use on any of the books, videos and other products offered by FIRST
AMENDMENT BOOKS.
LEVEL 2: ORDER $200 to $299—Get a FREE $35 GIFT CERTIFICATE

you can use on any of the books, videos and other products offered by FIRST
AMENDMENT BOOKS.
LEVEL 3: ORDER $300 OR MORE—Get a FREE $50 GIFT CERTIFICATE

you can use on any of the products offered by FIRST AMENDMENT BOOKS.

Classic POW/MIA Flag
The famous black and white POW/MIA flag

bearing the words “You Are Not Forgotten” has
quickly become the second most frequently pur-
chased flag in U.S. history —outsold only by the
U.S. flag itself. Now FIRST AMENDMENT BOOKS

offers it for the very first time. Three feet by five feet, sturdy weather-resistant
material. $40 for one. $75 for two. Order item #POW.
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PARENTS & GRANDPARENTS:
Here’s the best reader, speller & vocabulary builder for kids we’ve ever seen . . .

The Red Well-Read Reader
The Red Well-Read Reader teaches kids how to read

through ingenious and humorous “plays on words” in
360 rhyming stories. Each story has a preponderance of
just one rhyme, highlighted in boldface type so as to be
easily read. Collectively the stories cover virtually every
"family" of words, and every sound and every spelling
thereof. Each title incorporates the one sound to be
focused on. To wit: stories 1, 2 & 3 respectively have the
names “Nabbed,” “The Wacky Hack,” and “Tact.” In
alphabetical sequence, these initial stories cover the
short “a” sound, ending with Story 32, “The
Razzmatazz.” Stories 33-59 cover the long “a” sound,
from “On the Quay” to “Praise the Lord.” Story 60,
“The Bizarre Czar” begins the study of the hard “r”
sound. And onward it goes for 240more information-packed and fun stories that cover
15 more "sound families" in just over 300 pages.

Teachers, or parents with more than one child, will find that this book is very easy
to use with children of varying ages, aptitudes and maturity levels. Young students will
soon be able to read any story, but not fully comprehend its subtleties, that now and
then may fly over the heads of more-worldly teenagers. Yet, no matter how sophisti-
cated any story may be, every student advances at his or her individual pace. What’s
more, every story will put a smile on your face!

This is a textbook quality publication, hardback and brightly covered in red bind-
ing. Fantastical original pen and ink drawings are tastefully interspersed throughout
the book and add to the enjoyment for kids and adults alike. HOME SCHOOLERS:
This book is a must for you if you are trying to teach your kids to read and write at
home! The Red Well-Read Reader, hardback, 300 pages on thick glossy paper, #2497,
$45.

BONUS: EVERY BOOK COMES WITH A FREE AUDIO CD OF THE BOOK!

FIRST AMENDMENT BOOKS
645 Pennsylvania Avenue SE

Suite 100, Washington, D.C. 20003
www.americanfreepress.net

1-888-699-6397 toll free. Use Visa/MasterCard

CHRISTMAS ORDERING COUPON
Please send me: (Indicate quantity of each desired to left of entry.)
_____ The Shadow Factory@ $32 each.
_____ The Shadow Factory @ $28 each. (AFPRC price)
_____ The New Case Against Immigration @ $30 each.
_____ The New Case Against Immigration @ $26 each. (AFPRC price)
_____ The Secret History of the American Empire @ $18 each.
_____ The Secret History of American Empire @ $15 each. (AFPRC price)
_____ The Houses of the Founders @ $50 each.
_____ The Red Well-Read Reader @ $40 each.
_____ Handy History Answer Book @ $22 each.
_____ Taking on the Trusts @ $29 each.
_____ Taking on the Trusts @ $26 each. (AFPRC price)
_____ Penny Pincher’s Book @ $15 each.
_____ Spychips @ $15 each.
_____ Truth About Money @ $16 each.
_____ You Don’t Need a Lawyer @ $16 each.
_____ Bad Money @ $30 each.
_____ Guilt By Association@ $32.
_____ Guilt By Association@ $28 each (AFPRC price).
_____ My First Days in the White House @ $25 each.
_____ Sangean ATS-505 Shortwave@ $175 each. (Comes with shortwave book)
_____ Passport to Worldband Radio 2009 Edition @ $25 each.
_____ U.S. Flags ($15 for one. $28 for two. $12 each for 3 or more.)
_____ POW/MIA Flags ($40 for one. $75 for two. $35 each for 3 or more.)

FAB SUPER CHRISTMAS BONUS!!
FIRST AMENDMENT BOOKS will send you a FREE Gift Certificate
when you make a BIG Christmas gift purchase:

ORDER $100 to $199—Get a FREE gift certificate from FAB worth $20!
ORDER $200 to $299—Get a FREE gift certificate from FAB worth $35
!
ORDER $300 and over—Get a FREE gift certificate from FAB worth $50!

I ENCLOSE A TOTAL OF: $ _______

PAYMENT: ����  Check    ����  Money Order    ����  MasterCard     ����  Visa

Card # __________________________________________________________________

Expires ________________   Sig. _____________________________________________

Name ___________________________________________________________________

Address _________________________________________________________________

City ____________________________________________________________________

State, Zip ________________________________________________________________

Return this form with payment to: FIRST AMENDMENT BOOKS, 645 Pennsylvania
Avenue SE, Suite 100, Wash ington, D.C. 20003. Or call toll free at 1-888-699-NEWS
(6397) and charge your order to Visa or MasterCard. Place orders by December 15 to
ensure timely delivery by Christmas. Remember:  If you spend $100 or more you will
receive a FREEgift certificate from Anne Cronin of FIRST AMENDMENT BOOKS.

FAX478

The Houses of the Found ing Fathers
The Men Who Made America
And the Way They Lived

Gorgeous book offers a penetrating
look at the private lives of the men who
ignited a revolutionary war and helped
create the modern world. When they
declared independence in 1776, they
changed the course of history. But these
patriots had private lives too. In this
breathtaking volume, historian Hugh
Howard and photographer Roger Straus
examine the everyday lives of the
Founders as revealed in their dwellings.
There are tales of friends and enemies,
murderous relatives, reluctant revolutionaries, adoring wives, and runaway servants.
The founding families are brought to life in the rituals of birth and death, the food
they ate, the medical practices endured etc. Oversized high-quality hardback, 354
pages, hundreds of color photos and riveting text, #HFF, $50. 


